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Orbital ordering of complex orbitals in doped Mott insulators
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Orbital ordering, often observed in Mott insulators with orbital degeneracy, is usually supposed to disappear
with doping, e.g., in the ferromagnetic metallic phase of manganites. We propose that the orbital ordering of a
novel type may exist in such a situation: there may occur an orbital ordering ofcomplex orbitals~linear
superposition of basic orbitalsdx22y2 anddz2 with complex coefficients!. Despite the perfect orbital ordering,
such a state still retains cubic symmetry and thus would not induce any structural distortion. This state can
resolve many problems in the physics of colossal magnetoresistance manganites and can also exist in other
doped Mott insulators with Jahn-Teller ions.
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Mott insulators often display various types of orderi
connected with localized electrons. In particular, in the pr
ence of an orbital degeneracy, very often an orbital order
occurs besides the magnetic~spin! one. Classical example
are the systems with doubly-degenerateeg electrons, e.g.,
KCuF3 or MnF3.1 At present special attention is paid to th
manganites La12xMxMnO3 (M5Ca,Sr) with the colossa
magnetoresistance~CMR!. The undoped material LaMnO3 is
a Mott insulator with orbital ordering. What becomes of th
ordering in doped materials and which role the orbital d
grees of freedom play in the CMR phase, is a matter
active investigation and debate. On the one hand it is usu
assumed that the orbital ordering~at least the long-range
one! disappears in a ferromagnetic metallic~FM! phase
(0.16,x,0.5) displaying CMR. This is in particular con
cluded from the disappearance of lattice distortion typical
the orbitally ordered states. On the other hand, the attem
to explain transport properties in this regime using o
electron-spin scattering in the framework of the stand
double-exchange model failed,2 which forced Millis et al. to
suggest that the orbital degrees of freedom are still impor
in this regime, e.g., producing Jahn-Teller polarons. Nev
theless the orbitals were still assumed to be disordered in
FM phase belowTc .

Until now, in all the numerous studies of the cooperat
Jahn-Teller effect and orbital ordering only one class of
lutions was considered: occupied orbitals were always
sumed to be certain linear combinations of the basic orbi
dz2;1/A6(2z22x22y2) and dx22y2;1/A2(x22y2) of the
form

uu&5cos
u

2
uz2&1sin

u

2
ux22y2&, ~1!

i.e., linear superposition with real coefficients. Such orbit
give an asymmetric~quadrupolar! distortion of the electron
density at a given site. Consequently, any ordering involv
orbitals of the type~1!, be it of ‘‘ferro’’ or ‘‘antiferro’’ type,
corresponds to a decrease of the symmetry of charge d
bution and is accompanied~or driven! by the corresponding
lattice distortion.
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There exists, however, yet another possibility: there m
existan orbital ordering without any lattice distortion. From
the basis set of doubly-degenerate orbitals we can also f
a linear superposition of the type~1! but with complex coef-
ficients. The simplest example is the normalized functions

u6&5
1

A2
~ uz2&6 i ux22y2&). ~2!

We can form an orbital ordering with the occupied orbita
of such type, e.g., the ferro-orbital ordering~FOO! with the
orbitals u1& at each site or a staggered oneu1&,u2&. It can
be easily checked that the electron charge distribution in
state is perfectly symmetric, it is the same alongx, y, andz
directions, so that the net symmetry of a crystal would
main cubic. We suggest that just such an ordering is reali
in the FM phase of CMR manganites. If true, this wou
imply that both the spin and orbital degeneracies are lifted
the ground state in these systems which consequently
perfectly ordered in both the spin and orbital variables@but
with ‘‘strange’’ orbitals ~2!#.

Why have not such states been considered before? Ap
ently it is connected with two factors. On one hand, in m
real materials with Jahn-Teller ions studied up to now th
always occurred an orbital ordering accompanied by lat
distortion. On the other hand, in the theoretical description
these phenomena only the operators corresponding to a
dering of conventional type appear in the effective Ham
tonian ~see below!, so that it seemed that other possibilitie
are never realized in practice.3,4 Most probably, indeed only
the ‘‘real’’ solutions ~1! can be realized in stoichiometri
compounds with Jahn-Teller ions. The situation, howev
may be different in doped materials — and that is what
propose here.

The easiest way to justify the appearance of this order
is to consider the situation with very strong interactionU
@t. Here we use the traditional description of the strong
interacting electrons by the Hubbard-type model which
case of orbital degeneracy is actually a degenerate Hub
model; for the ferromagnetic spin ordering considered her
has the form1
©2001 The American Physical Society16-1
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H52( t i j
abcia

1 cj b1U (
aÞb

nianib , ~3!

where i , j are the site inices anda,b51,2 describe the or-
bital occupation, e.g., 15z2, 25(x22y2). The values of the
hopping integralst i , j

a,b depend both on the type of orbita
involved and on the direction between sitesi , j . Denoting the
hopping betweenz2 orbitals for a pair along thez direction
as t, we have: tz2,z2

z
5t, tz2,z2

x,y
5t/4, tx22y2,x22y2

x,y
53t/4,

tz2,x22y2
x,y

56A3t/4, tz2,x2
x

5tx2,y2
x,y

5t/2, etc., see e.g., Ref. 1
It is well known that the electron~or hole! motion in

systems with strongly correlated electrons is hindered by
antiferromagnetic background and is much facilitated if
background ordering becomes ferromagnetic~see e.g. Ref.
5!: in nondegenerate Hubbard model it gives rise to Nag
ka’s ferromagnetism,6 and in systems with two types of elec
trons — to ferromagnetism due to double exchange. T
energy gain in such a ferromagnetic state as compared to
antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic~disordered! one is of the
order of the electron bandwidth, or of the hopping mat
elementt per doped charge carrier:DE52ctx (c is some
constant of order 1!, whereas the energy loss is of the ord
of J(;t2/U)•(12x). Thus, as argued already in Ref. 6, t
saturated ferromagnetic state is realized forx.xc;J/t
;t/U ~for U/t@1 andx!1). For smallerx the inhomoge-
neous phase separated state with ferromagnetic droplets
antiferomagnetic matrix can be realized.7,8

In exact analogy to this case we should expect that du
the same mechanism a ferro-orbital ordering will be est
lished in very strongly interacting doped Mott insulators w
orbital degeneracy. Which particular orbitals would be sta
lized at that, may depend on the particular situation; we s
gest that it may be the complex orbitals of the type~2!.

A convenient way to describe the orbital ordering
double-degenerateeg orbitals is to introduce pseudosp
variablest i such that, e.g., the orbitaldz2 corresponds to
tz51 1

2 , and the orthogonal orbitaldx22y2 — to
tz52 1

2 . The orbital states~1! considered until now are pa
rameterized by the angleu in the (tz,tx)-plane. Cubic sym-
metry is reflected in theu plane in 2p/3 symmetry: the state
u5(2p/3) corresponds to the orbitalux2&;(2x22y22z2)
andu52(2p/3) — to uy2&;(2y22x22z2); these are more
or less the orbitals occupied in two sublattices in the
doped LaMnO3. The complex orbitals~2! are the eigenstate
of the operatorty.

When we dope the system with orbital ordering, the m
tion of the charge carriers would initially~for smallx) occur
on a background of this orbital ordering. Similar to the ho
motion on an antiferromagnetic spin background,
‘‘antiferro-’’ orbital ordering would hinder the motion of a
hole and would reduce its bandwidth. One can indeed ch
that, by making the orbital order ferromagnetic, e.g., oc
pying the same orbital at each site, for instanceuz2& or uz2

2y2&, we would increase the bandwidth and correspo
ingly decrease kinetic energy of holes. Indeed, using the
ues of hopping integralsta,b

^ i j & given above, one obtains for th
undoped LaMnO3 ~alternation ofx2 and y2 orbitals! the
spectrum
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«~k!522@ 1
2 t~coskx1cosky!1 1

4 tcoskz#, ~4!

so that the minimum energy of the hole~the bottom of the
band! will be «min5«(k50)522.5t. If, however, we would
make a FOO, e.g., occupying at each sitez2 orbital, the
spectrum will be

«z2-f erro~k!522t@ 1
4 ~coskx1cosky!1coskz# ~5!

and«min
z2-f erro523t. Thus we indeed see that the energy ga

in the FOO state is of order;t. The same minimum energ
is reached also for (x22y2)-ferro. ordering and for FOO
with any orbital of the type~1!. From Eq.~1! one can easily
obtain that

tu,u
z 5^uu t̂ zuu&5t cos2

u

2
; tu,u

x/y5
t

4 S cos
u

2
6A3 sin

u

2D 2

,

~6!

and one obtains that the bottom of the spectrum with
hopping integrals given by Eq.~6! does not depend onu and
coincides with the value23t.

But exactly the same«min is also reached for thety fer-
romagnetism, where the state~2! is occupied at each site
Using the values oft ’s presented above, one obtains th
tty,ty5 1

2 t in all three directions, and

«ty-f erro~k!52t~coskx1cosky1coskz!, ~7!

so that the spectrum is indeed isotropic, and the minim
energy is also equal to23t. @Note that, similarly to the
nondegenerate Hubbard model, we can use the simple
persion relations~4! and ~5! only for the electron motion
which does not destroy the background ordering. The ene
gain in the FOO state is again, similarly to the Nagao
case6, ;tx, and the energy loss is;J.]

As we saw above, for smallx different FOO states are
equivalent as to the gain in kinetic energy. On the oth
hand, we can see thatty ferro state is favorable as to the los
of the effective exchange energy. Indeed, the effect
Hamiltonian describing the orbital interaction forU@t and
for the ferromagnetic spin ordering which we consider h
schematically has the form1

H5( Js~sW isW j !1Jt~t it j !1Jst~sW isW j !~t it j !, ~8!

where the first and the third terms are due to superexcha
Jexch;Js;Jst;t2/U, and in the second term also the Jah
Teller interaction of degenerate orbitals with the lattice co
tribute,Jt5Jexch1JJT. The interaction~8! is in general an-
isotropic with respect tot operators and usually it does no
contain terms withty, but only the orbital operators in com
binationst i

zt j
z , t i

xt j
x , andt i

zt j
x with positive ~antiferromag-

netic! coefficientsJt , Jst .1 In the ground state of the un
doped system a certain spin and orbital order is reali
which minimizes the total energy — and it will be an an
ferro ordering of real orbitals~1!. If, however, weforce our
system to be ferromagnetic both in spins and in orbitals, e
as argued above, by doping, in case ofU@t, we strongly
6-2
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increase this exchange energy — and we can minimize
energy loss by choosing FOO ofty-type with the orbitals~2!.

One can check directly that the superexchange part of
energy is indeed smaller in thety FOO state as compared
e.g., with the FOO state of real orbitals. Thus, taking
standard expression for the exchange integralsJ52t2/U and
calculating exchange constants with the proper valuest
@Eq. ~6!#, we obtain that for the FOO with the real orbita
~1! the energy of the ferromagnetic state in a mean-field
proximation is:Ereal FOO52 3

4 (t2/U) for all u. Similar treat-
ment of thety FOO state shows, however, that the exchan
energy in this state is lower.

As the electronic energy of doped charge carriers co
cides for the states~1! and ~2!, and the magnetic energy o
the latter is lower, one can conclude that the proposed fe
magnetic state withty FOO @occupation of complex orbitals
~2!# will be the best among all possible ferro ordered sta
— and these, we argue, may be stabilized by the usual
gaoka mechanism forU/t@1.

All these arguments are, strictly speaking, valid only
U/t@1 andx!1: in this case the holes would occupy th
bottom of the band, as we assumed until now. However,
not too largeU/t and consequently for larger dopingx we
should take into account the finite occupation of the ba
and the results would depend on the detailed form of
density of statesr(e) in different cases. We studied th
general situation by calculating the total energy of differe
possible types of orbital ordering in the mean-field appro
mation, assuming ferromagnetic spin arrangement. We c
pared the following types of ordering: ferro-orbital orderin
of real orbitals~1! ~RFOO!; antiferro~staggered! ordering of
real orbitals~RAOO! of two types: with the sublattices (u,
2u) and with (u,p2u); ferro ordering of complex orbitals
~2! ~CFOO!, and finally the antiferro ordering of comple
orbitals~CAOO! with the sublatticesu1&,u2&. In each state
with real orbitals the energy was minimized with respect
the angleu. The results of these calculations are presente
Fig. 1.

As we see from these numerical results, there is indee
possibility of the stabilization of the ordered states with co
plex orbitals. In accordance with the arguments given abo
we indeed see that for very largeU/t the ferro-orbital order-
ing of complex orbitals would be realized. However, due

FIG. 1. The regions of stability of different types of orbit
ordering for the ferromagnetic spins. The orbitals occupied in
RFOO phase are those withu5p in Eq. ~1!, and in the RAOO
phase those with alternatingu50,p
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different density of states some other states may become
vorable for not too largeU. Thus, for the realistic value o
U/t;8 the staggered complex orbital ordering is more sta
for x;0.3–0.5 ~for small dopingx!1 this state is worse
than CFOO because the bottom of the corresponding ban
not 23t, but only 22t).9

From the point of view of symmetry the proposedty or-
dering corresponds to theA2g

2 ~or G2
2) representation of the

cubic group.10 The corresponding order parameter is

Txyz5^Sl xl yl z&, ~9!

where^ & is the ground-state average,S denotes symmetri-
zation andl x , l y , and l z are the corresponding componen

of the momentum operatorl̂ 52. This follows from the
group symmetry, and we checked by direct calculation tha
is the lowest nonzero average in our state. One can show
in the basisuz2&, ux22y2& Txyz is indeed proportional to the
ty-Pauli matrix. From Eq.~9! we see that the order param
eter in our state is a magnetic octupole, cf. Refs. 3 and 4
is in principle possible, although not easy, to observe s
ordering experimentally. Probably the most promising wou
be the resonance experiments like NMR. One can also s
that this state should have a piezomagnetism.

It is not apriori clear whether thisty-orbital ordering and
the ferromagnetic spin ordering would occur at the sa
temperature. The direct product of corresponding irreduc
representationsA2 and T1 does not contain unit represent
tion A1,10 so that there will be in general no linear couplin
between these order parameters. However, if the rhomb
dral distortionT2g , present in manganites at high temper
tures ~S. W. Cheong, private communication!, would still
exist at low temperatures, then there will exist linear co
pling of these three types of ordering (A23T13T2PA1) and
the octupole orbital ordering and the ferromagnetic spin
dering will occur at the sameTc . This could help to resolve
the problem pointed out in Ref. 2, that the change of re
tivity throughTc in purely spin case is too small: one wou
get an extra scattering in a ‘‘para’’ phase — an orbit
disorder scattering — in addition to the spin-disorder one

Summarizing, we suggest in this paper that, similarly
magnetic ordering, doping of orbitally degenerate Mott ins
lators containing Jahn-Teller ions could stabilize the orb
ordering of special type, the occupied orbitals being ‘‘co
plex’’ — i.e., the linear superpositions of basic orbita
dx22y2 anddz2 with complex coefficients. Such orbitals, de
spite perfect ordering, do not induce any structural distorti
The corresponding order parameter is a magnetic octup
This idea may explain the main properties of the colos
magnetoresistance manganites in the most interesting fe
magnetic metallic concentration range: in this picture th
are perfectly ordered with respect to both spin and orbit
but with thecomplexorbitals occupied at each site. In pa
ticular, this could help to explain the sharp drop of resistiv
below Tc , with the crystal structure remaining undistorte
Similar states may in principle exist also in other doped M

e
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insulators with Jahn-Teller ions which constitute a large
teresting class of magnetic materials with very specific pr
erties.
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